April 10, 2017

Re: Mr. David Ares

I am pleased to recommend Mr. David Ares for the CS 5-year Masters.

David took CS 314, Data Structures, from me in Fall 2015. He made good grades in this class, with grades of 84 on the Midterm and Final, A’s on all programming assignments, good attendance, and a semester average of 91.9, an A-.

He is currently taking my CS 375, Compilers, with a similar performance: mostly A’s on programming projects, 79 on the midterm, an 87.2 midterm average.

His resume shows several internships doing web development and initiative in doing web app projects, mostly focusing on business-style applications.

It is clear to me that David Ares will succeed in the CS Masters program, and I recommend him for admission.

Sincerely,

Gordon Novak
Professor